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Abstract
We present a modified Altarelli and Feruglio A4 model where an additional A4 singlet-
prime flavon is introduced. In this model, non-zero θ13 is given by this additional A4
singlet-prime flavon which breaks tri-bimaximal mixing. In the framework of the super-
symmetry with U(1)R symmetry, we obtain vacuum expectation values (VEVs) and VEV
alignments of flavons through driving fields. It is considered that flavon induces distinc-
tive flavor violating process if flavon mass is light. Assuming mass of SUSY particles are
sufficiently heavy so that the SUSY contributions can be negligible, we discuss the flavor
violating Yukawa interaction through flavon exchange in the charged lepton sector. Ac-
cording to the potential analysis, the VEV of flavon breaks A4 down to Z3 in the charged
lepton sector and relation among flavon masses is determined. Thanks for the residual Z3
symmetry, many lepton flavor violating decay modes are forbidden except for τ → µµe¯
and τ → eeµ¯. A mass limit of the flavon from these three-body decay modes is 60 GeV
taking into account the current experimental lower bounds at the Belle experiment. In our
model, we predict a ratio of the branching ratios τ → µµe¯ and τ → eeµ¯ by using known
charged lepton masses. We also find that the production cross section for the flavon can
be O(1) fb. Thus the flavon would be found at the LHC run 2 by searching for 4-tau
lepton signal.
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1 Introduction
The neutrino experiments [1]-[5] are one of the most attractive experiments for the evidence of
the beyond the standard model (SM). Actually, the neutrino oscillation experiments provide
us that there are two neutrino mass squared differences and two large mixing angles. The
reactor neutrino experiments also observed non-zero θ13, which is the last mixing angle of
the lepton sector [1, 2, 4]. The T2K experiment reported the first stage of the CP violating
Dirac phase δCP through the electron neutrino appearance in a muon neutrino beam [5]. If
the neutrinos are Majorana particles, there are Majorana phases which are also sources of
the CP violation. The neutrino-less double beta (0νββ) decay experiments are looking for
the evidence of the Majorana particles and give the upper-bound of the effective neutrino
mass mee. Thus the neutrino experiments provide us a new window of the beyond the SM
in the theoretical point of view.
The non-Abelian discrete flavor symmetry can easily explain the large mixing of the
lepton sector e.g. tri-bimaximal mixing (TBM) [6, 7], which is a simple mixing paradigm in
the lepton sector. Actually, Altarelli and Feruglio (AF) proposed A4 model of leptons [8, 9]
which contains new gauge singlet scalar fields, so-called “flavons” in addition to the SU(2)
doublet SM Higgs field. There are many authors who study flavor structure to derive TBM by
using non-Abelian discrete flavor symmetry not only A4 group but also many other groups
(See Refs. of [10]-[13].). After reactor experiments reported non-zero θ13, it is important
to study the deviation from TBM precisely [14]-[24] or study other flavor paradigms, e.g.
tri-bimaximal-Cabibbo mixing [25, 26].
Flavor models using non-Abelian discrete flavor symmetry have not been confirmed in
the experimental point of view. Of course many authors discuss, under the framework of the
flavor symmetry models, the lepton flavor violation (LFV) e.g. µ → eγ in addition to the
prediction of the Dirac CP phase, Majorana phases, and effective mass of the 0νββ decay.
In Refs. [27]-[30], they discussed the mass restriction on the flavons, which are related to the
SM Higgs, from the LFV and collider physics. However experimental constraints for gauge
singlet flavons are not investigated although neutrino experimental data can be explained by
models with gauge singlet flavons. Then, we discuss a mass restriction on the gauge singlet
flavons. In general, the mass scale of the SM gauge singlet flavons and cutoff scale of the
non-Abelian discrete flavor symmetry are taken very high scale. Actually, in Refs [8, 9], if
the Dirac neutrino Yukawa couplings are O(1), the cutoff scale should be high scale such as
O(1013)–O(1015) GeV. They assumed that the magnitude of the flavon vacuum expectation
values (VEVs) are almost same and tau lepton Yukawa coupling is perturbative. Then, the
ratio of the flavon VEVs and cutoff scale should be lager than 0.0022. Therefore, the flavon
mass is much heavier than the electro weak (EW) scale. However this requirement can be
relaxed, if we take Dirac neutrino Yukawa couplings to be much less than O(1).1 Then the
flavon mass can be light without theoretical contradiction. Therefore we discuss the lower
limit of the flavon mass from the experimental data in our paper.
We present a modified AF A4 model which introduces an additional A4 singlet-prime
flavon breaking TBM [32]-[36], and calculate a potential of the flavon scalar fields. As well
1If we introduce the Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) mechanism [31] as an additional U(1)FN flavor symmetry, the
Yukawa couplings can be O(1).
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known, we need VEVs of flavons with specific alignments in order to obtain the correct
masses and mixing angles in the lepton sector. In the framework of the supersymmetry
(SUSY) with U(1)R symmetry, we obtain the VEVs of flavons and the alignments of them.
Because the SUSY particles have not been found, we assume the mass of SUSY particles
are sufficiently heavy so that the SUSY contributions can be negligible. Then we discuss
the flavor violating Yukawa interaction through flavon exchange in the charged lepton sector.
According to the potential analysis, the VEV of flavon breaks A4 down to Z3 in the charged
lepton sector and relation among flavon masses is determined. Thanks for the residual Z3
symmetry, many lepton flavor violating decay modes are forbidden except for τ → µµe¯ and
τ → eeµ¯ [37]. These three-body decay modes are mediated by the flavons. Therefore a mass
limit of the flavon is 60 GeV taking into account the current experimental lower bounds at
the Belle experiment [38]. In addition, we predict a ratio of the branching ratios τ → µµe¯
and τ → eeµ¯ by using known charged lepton masses.
In our model, the contribution of the muon g − 2 is small and constraint from the LEP
data [39] is also less stringent than the constraint given by flavor violating τ decay. Then
we discuss the production at the hadron collider through radiation from charged leptons as
other candidates for collider signatures. We find that the production cross section for the
flavon can be O(1) fb. Thus the flavon would be found at the LHC run 2 by searching for
4-tau lepton signal.
In section 2, we show the modified AF A4 model and discuss the potential of the flavons.
In section 3, we present the numerical analysis of the flavor physics and collider physics from
flavon exchange. The section 4 is devoted to discussions and summary. In appendix A, we
show the multiplication rule of the A4 group. We show a full scalar potential of the relevant
flavon in appendix B.
2 A4 flavor model
In this section, we present a modified AF A4 model which introduces an additional A4
singlet-prime flavon [34]. Under the A4 group, the left-handed lepton doublet l = (le, lµ, lτ)
are assumed to transform as the triplet, while the right-handed charged leptons are assigned
to the singlets as 1, 1′′, and 1′ for ecR, µ
c
R, and τ
c
R, respectively. In Ref. [34], the neutrino
Majorana masses come from theWeinberg operator [40]. In this paper, we introduce the right-
handed neutrinos which are gauge singlet and assigned to the triplet νcR = (ν
c
eR, ν
c
µR, ν
c
τR).
These right-handed neutrinos can be origin of this Weinberg operator through the seesaw
mechanism [41]-[46] in our model. Z3 charges are assigned relevantly to the leptons, here
l ecR µ
c
R τ
c
R ν
c
R hu,d φT φS ξ ξ
′ φT
0
φS
0
ξ0
SU(2) 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A4 3 1 1
′′ 1′ 3 1 3 3 1 1′ 3 3 1
Z3 ω ω
2 ω2 ω2 ω2 1 1 ω2 ω2 ω2 1 ω2 ω2
U(1)R 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2
Table 1: Assignments of leptons, Higgs, flavons, and driving fields.
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we define ω3 = 1. On the other hand, the Higgs doublet hu and hd are assigned to the A4
trivial singlet. We add gauge singlet flavons φT , φS, ξ, and ξ
′ which are assigned to the
triplet for φT = (φT1, φT2, φT3) and φS = (φS1, φS2, φS3) and the trivial singlet for ξ, and the
singlet-prime for ξ′ under A4 group, respectively. These flavons have different Z3 charges as
seen in Table 1. In order to obtain VEVs and VEV alignments, we also add so-called “driving
fields” φT
0
=
(
φT
01
, φT
02
, φT
03
)
and φS
0
=
(
φS
01
, φS
02
, φS
03
)
which are assigned to the triplet and ξ0
which is assigned to the trivial singlet under A4 group, respectively. We can generate the
VEV alignments through F -terms by coupling flavons to driving fields, which carry the R
charge +2 under U(1)R symmetry. We also assign R charge +1 to the lepton doublets, right-
handed charged leptons, and right-handed Majorana neutrinos. The charge assignments of
driving fields are also shown in Table 1. Note that in the original AF model, they introduced
A4 trivial singlet flavon ξ˜ which has the same quantum numbers of ξ and was necessary
to obtain a non-trivial VEV structure from the minimization of the potential. However A4
singlet-prime flavon ξ′ gives VEV structure without extra flavon ξ˜ [35]. In these setup, the
superpotential for respecting A4×Z3 symmetry at the leading order in terms of the A4 cutoff
scale Λ is written as
w ≡ wY + wd + h.c.,
wY ≡ wℓ + wD + wN ,
wℓ = yeφT le
c
Rhd/Λ + yµφT lµ
c
Rhd/Λ + yτφT lτ
c
Rhd/Λ,
wD = yDlν
c
Rhu,
wN = yφSφSν
c
Rν
c
R + yξξν
c
Rν
c
R + yξ′ξ
′νcRν
c
R,
wd ≡ wTd + wSd ,
wTd = −MφT0 φT + gφT0 φTφT ,
wSd = g1φ
S
0
φSφS − g2φS0φSξ + g′2φS0φSξ′ + g3ξ0φSφS − g4ξ0ξξ, (1)
where y’s are complex Yukawa couplings, M is generally complex mass parameter, and g’s
are trilinear couplings which are also complex parameters.2 From this superpotential, we
discuss the potential analysis in the next subsection.
2.1 Potential analysis
In this subsection, we discuss the potential for scalar fields including flavons and driving
fields. Let us write down the superpotential wTd and w
S
d in Eq. (1) as
wTd = −M
(
φT
01
φT1 + φ
T
02
φT3 + φ
T
03
φT2
)
+
2g
3
[
φT
01
(
φ2T1 − φT2φT3
)
+ φT
02
(
φ2T2 − φT1φT3
)
+ φT
03
(
φ2T3 − φT1φT2
)]
,
wSd =
2g1
3
[
φS
01
(
φ2S1 − φS2φS3
)
+ φS
02
(
φ2S2 − φS1φS3
)
+ φS
03
(
φ2S3 − φS1φS2
)]
− g2
(
φS
01
φS1 + φ
S
02
φS3 + φ
S
03
φS2
)
ξ + g′
2
(
φS
01
φS3 + φ
S
02
φS2 + φ
S
03
φS1
)
ξ′
+ g3ξ0
(
φ2S1 + 2φS2φS3
)− g4ξ0ξ2. (2)
2In order to obtain the positive number of vT , vS , u, and u
′ for Eqs. (4) and (5), we take negative sign
for several terms in Eq. (1).
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Then, the scalar potential is given as
V ≡ VT + VS,
VT =
∑
i
∣∣∣∣∂wTd∂φT
0i
∣∣∣∣
2
+ h.c.
= 2
∣∣∣∣−MφT1 + 2g3 (φ2T1 − φT2φT3)
∣∣∣∣
2
+ 2
∣∣∣∣−MφT3 + 2g3 (φ2T2 − φT1φT3)
∣∣∣∣
2
+ 2
∣∣∣∣−MφT2 + 2g3 (φ2T3 − φT1φT2)
∣∣∣∣
2
,
VS =
∑∣∣∣∣∂wSd∂X
∣∣∣∣
2
+ h.c.
= 2
∣∣∣∣2g13 (φ2S1 − φS2φS3)− g2φS1ξ + g′2φS3ξ′
∣∣∣∣
2
+ 2
∣∣∣∣2g13 (φ2S2 − φS1φS3)− g2φS3ξ + g′2φS2ξ′
∣∣∣∣
2
+ 2
∣∣∣∣2g13 (φ2S3 − φS1φS2)− g2φS2ξ + g′2φS1ξ′
∣∣∣∣
2
+ 2
∣∣g3 (φ2S1 + 2φS2φS3)− g4ξ2∣∣2 , (3)
where X = φS
0i, ξ0. Therefore, VEV alignment of φT is derived from the condition of the
potential minimum (VT = 0) in Eq.(3) as
〈φT 〉 = vT (1, 0, 0), vT = 3M
2g
, (4)
here vT is generally complex number because M and g are complex. Using the VEV and
the VEV alignment of Eq. (4), we obtain that the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal.
Then, we can remove the phase of vT and take M/g as real parameter without loss of
generality. Hereafter we take M and g as real parameters for simplicity. On the other hand,
VEV alignment of φS and VEVs of ξ and ξ
′ are derived from the condition of the potential
minimum (VS = 0) in Eq.(3) as
〈φS〉 = vS(1, 1, 1), 〈ξ〉 = u, 〈ξ′〉 = u′, v2S =
g4
3g3
u2, u′ =
g2
g′
2
u. (5)
Therefore, we can take the VEVs u and u′ as arbitrary numbers. Using the VEVs and the
VEV alignment of Eq. (5), the neutrino mass matrix derives the lepton mixing by taking an
additional rotation of 1-3 generations of neutrinos in the TBM. Then, we obtain the non-zero
θ13 which comes from A4 singlet flavon VEV ratio u
′/u (See Ref. [32]-[36].).
Before closing this subsection, we discuss the A4 breaking patterns. A4 is the symmetry
group of a tetrahedron or even permutation of four elements. The number of elements is 12.
The irreducible representations of A4 are 1, 1
′, 1′′, and 3. Also A4 can be defined as the
group generated by two elements S and T which satisfy the algebraic relations as
S2 = T 3 = (ST )3 = 1. (6)
On the one-dimensional representations, these generators are represented by
1 : S = 1, T = 1,
1′ : S = 1, T = e4πi/3 ≡ ω2,
1′′ : S = 1, T = e2πi/3 ≡ ω.
(7)
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On the three-dimensional representation, these generators are represented by
3 : T =

1 0 00 ω2 0
0 0 ω

 , S = 1
3

−1 2 22 −1 2
2 2 −1

 . (8)
After A4 is broken by taking the VEVs and the VEV alignments of flavons φT and φS,
there are two breaking patterns A4 → GT and A4 → GS where GT and GS are subgroups of
A4 = (Z2 × Z2)⋊Z3. 〈φT 〉 = vT (1, 0, 0) breaks A4 down to GT = Z3, while 〈φS〉 = vS (1, 1, 1)
breaks A4 down to GS = Z2. Therefore, the LFV is restricted by residual Z3 symmetry in the
charged lepton sector. Hereafter, we focus on flavon φT which couples to the charged lepton
sector, since we will discuss LFV and collider physics in section 3. In the next subsection,
we discuss the mass of flavon φT .
2.2 Mass of the flavon
In this subsection, we discuss the mass of flavon φT which couples to the charged lepton
sector. We expand the flavon field around the VEV vT as
φT = (φT1, φT2, φT3)→ (vT + ϕT1, ϕT2, ϕT3) , (9)
where ϕT i are complex scalar fields. Then, we rewrite the scalar potential VT in Eq. (3) as
VT = V
mass
T + (other terms),
3 and V massT is the mass term of flavon φT as
V massT = 2M
2
(|ϕT1|2 + 4 |ϕT2|2 + 4 |ϕT3|2) , (10)
here we eliminate g by using Eq. (4). Therefore, masses of scalar fields mϕTi are obtained as
(m2ϕT1 , m
2
ϕT2
, m2ϕT3) = (2M
2, 8M2, 8M2), (11)
and the scalar fields ϕT i do not mix each other in the mass term. Taking into account these
masses, we discuss the flavor phenomenology and collider physics in the next section.
3 Flavor phenomenology and collider physics
from flavon exchange
In this section we discuss flavor phenomenology and collider physics from flavon exchange.
First of all, we assumed masses of SUSY particles to be heavy because we have not found
any SUSY particles so that the SUSY contributions can be negligible. Then we show flavon
Yukawa interactions in the charged lepton sector. Next we show flavor physics from flavon
exchange and constraint for flavon mass. Finally, we show some predictions for flavor phe-
nomenology and collider physics.
3In appendix B, we show the full scalar potential VT .
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3.1 Flavon Yukawa interactions in charged lepton sector
In our model SM Yukawa interactions and flavon Yukawa interactions in the charged lepton
sector come from following Lagrangian in Eq. (1);
Lℓ = ye
(
φT l¯
)
eRhd/Λ + yµ
(
φT l¯
)
′
µRhd/Λ+ yτ
(
φT l¯
)
′′
τRhd/Λ+ h.c., (12)
where we use the same notation for superfields and SM fields. After expanding flavon field φT
around VEV vT in Eq. (9) and taking the VEV of SU(2) doublet Higgs hd as vd, Lagrangian
for charged lepton mass terms Lmassℓ is written as
Lmassℓ =
(
e¯L µ¯L τ¯L
)yevdΛ vT 0 00 yµvd
Λ
vT 0
0 0 yτvd
Λ
vT



eRµR
τR

+ h.c.
≡ (e¯L µ¯L τ¯L)

me 0 00 mµ 0
0 0 mτ



eRµR
τR

 + h.c.. (13)
In our model, charged leptons in the interaction basis is equal to those in the mass basis.
Therefore, there is no mixing in the charged lepton sector in the leading level. Let us discuss
the Lagrangian of the charged lepton and flavon interaction which induces flavon Yukawa
interactions in the charged lepton sector LFYℓ as
LFYℓ =
(
e¯L µ¯L τ¯L
)
me
vT
0 0
0 mµ
vT
0
0 0 mτ
vT



eRµR
τR

ϕT1
+
(
e¯L µ¯L τ¯L
) 0
mµ
vT
0
0 0 mτ
vT
me
vT
0 0



eRµR
τR

ϕT2
+
(
e¯L µ¯L τ¯L
) 0 0
mτ
vT
me
vT
0 0
0 mµ
vT
0



eRµR
τR

ϕT3 + h.c.. (14)
We find that ϕT1 exchange does not induce flavor violation, while the other flavon exchanges
induce flavor violation. The most interesting feature of these flavon interactions is that
couplings are almost fixed by charged lepton masses except for A4 triplet flavon VEV vT .
Next, we discuss the lepton radiative flavor violating decays µ→ eγ, τ → µγ, and τ → eγ.
In the charged lepton sector, because we take the VEV alignment of φT as vT (1, 0, 0), A4
breaks down to GT = Z3, which we discussed in section 2.1. Then flavons ϕT i are transformed
by Eq. (8) as
ϕT1 → ϕT1, ϕT2 → ω2ϕT2, ϕT3 → ωϕT3, (15)
under the residual symmetry GT = Z3. The left-handed charged leptons are transformed by
Eq. (8) as
eL → eL, µL → ωµL, τL → ω2τL. (16)
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On the other hand, the right-handed charged leptons are transformed by Eq. (7) as
eR → eR, µR → ωµR, τR → ω2τR. (17)
Therefore many lepton flavor violating decay modes are forbidden by the residual symmetry
GT = Z3 e.g. µ → eγ except for several lepton flavor violating three-body decays. The
muon g − 2 obtains contribution from one-loop diagram where only ϕT1 propagates inside
loop without flavor change. However the contribution is small since corresponding Yukawa
coupling constant is mµ/vT . We thus discuss the lepton flavor violating three-body decay in
the next subsection.
3.2 Lepton flavor violating three-body decay
In our model many lepton flavor violating three-body decay modes are forbidden by the
residual symmetry GT = Z3. Dominant flavor changing decay modes are τ → µµe¯ and
τ → eeµ¯ [37]. These decay modes are induced by flavon exchange at tree-level and these
branching ratios are given by
BR (τ → µµe¯) = ττ m
5
τ
3072π3
(∣∣∣∣ mτmµv2Tm2ϕT2
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣ mµmev2Tm2ϕT3
∣∣∣∣
2
)
≃ 2.9× 10
6 GeV8
v4T (2
√
2M)4
,
BR (τ → eeµ¯) = ττ m
5
τ
3072π3
(∣∣∣∣ mµmev2Tm2ϕT2
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣ mτmev2Tm2ϕT3
∣∣∣∣
2
)
≃ 68 GeV
8
v4T (2
√
2M)4
, (18)
where ττ is the lifetime of tau lepton and we use the magnitude of the charged lepton masses
by the particle data group (PDG) [47]. In our model the decay width for τ → µµe¯ is much
larger than that for τ → eeµ¯. Current experimental lower bounds at the Belle experiment are
BR (τ → µµe¯) < 1.7×10−8 and BR (τ → eeµ¯) < 1.5×10−8 [38]. To realize these constraints,
2
√
2M & 60 GeV is required when we assume that VEV vT is equal to flavon masses mϕT2 ,
mϕT3 . In addition, we can predict a ratio of these branching ratios r by using known charged
lepton masses as
r =
BR (τ → µµe¯)
BR (τ → eeµ¯) =
m2µ (m
2
τ +m
2
e)
m2e
(
m2µ +m
2
τ
) ≃ m2µ
m2e
, (19)
because of mϕT2 = mϕT3 . Then the ratio of BR (τ → µµe¯) and BR (τ → eeµ¯) is r ≃ 4.3×104.
As a result of the calculations, we find that flavon mass can be very light. Therefore, we
discuss the flavon collider phenomenology in the next subsection.
3.3 Flavon collider phenomenology
After obtaining the constraint on the flavon mass from flavor violating lepton decay, we
discuss collider physics of the flavon where the flavon exchanging and production processes
could be experimentally tested since the flavon can be light as mϕTi ≃ O(100) GeV.
7
Final state ϕT1τ τ¯ ϕT2τµ¯ ϕT3τ e¯ ϕT2τ ν¯µ ϕT3τ ν¯e
Cross section [fb] 0.59 0.017 0.017 0.040 0.040
Table 2: Dominant flavon production cross sections at the LHC 14 TeV where vT = 2mϕT1 =
mϕT2 = mϕT3 = 65 GeV is adopted. The values of cross sections are sum of shown final states
and its charge conjugation.
We first discuss constraints on the flavon mass from the t-channel processes ee¯ → µµ¯
and τ τ¯ at the LEP experiment. The relevant 4-Fermi interactions are obtained via ϕT2, ϕT3
exchange such that
L4−fermi ⊃
m2µ
64M4
(µ¯ReL)(e¯LµR) +
m2τ
64M4
(τ¯ReL)(e¯LτR) + h.c., (20)
where mϕT2 = mϕT3 = 2
√
2M and vT = 2
√
2M is adopted, and we only show the interactions
which induce the processes ee¯ → µµ¯ and ee¯ → τ τ¯ . We thus find that ee¯ → τ τ¯ process is
dominant. Then we obtain the constraint on the flavon mass from the LEP data [39];
(2
√
2M)2 & 620mτ GeV. (21)
Therefore this constraint requires 2
√
2M & 33 GeV which is less stringent than the constraint
given by flavor violating τ decay in previous subsection.
Flavons ϕT i can be produced at the hadron collider through radiation from charged lep-
tons, i.e. pp → ϕT iℓ¯ℓ′ and pp → ϕT iℓ¯ν(ℓν¯) where ℓ = e, µ and τ . Taking into account the
flavon-lepton Yukawa coupling proportional to mτ , the dominant final states in flavon pro-
duction processes are summarized in the first low of Table. 2. Produced flavons then decay
into lepton pair where the dominant decay modes are ϕT1 → τ τ¯ , ϕT2 → µτ¯ and ϕT3 → eτ¯ .
Thus the signals are four-leptons including at least two τ leptons. The production cross
sections are calculated using CalcHEP [48] with CTEQ6L PDF [49], which are shown in the
second low of the Table. 2. Here we adopted vT = 2mϕT1 = mϕT2 = mϕT3 = 65 GeV which is
close to the lower limit from flavor violating lepton decay. We find that the ϕT1 production
cross section can be O(1) fb while those of ϕT2, ϕT3 are O(10−2) fb since the mass of ϕT1 is
half of the others. Thus ϕT1 would be found at the LHC run 2 by searching for 4-tau lepton
signal since SM background is not large. Moreover ϕT2, ϕT3 provide peak of invariant mass
distribution for µτ and eτ pair respectively which are significant signal of flavor violating
interaction and SM background also could be highly reduced with relevant kinematical cuts.
Thus ϕT2, ϕT3 will be also important target at the High-Luminosity LHC, which could be
tested with large amount of integrated luminosity although the production cross sections
are small. Furthermore the flavon-lepton Yukawa interactions can be tested at the lepton
colliders like ILC [50]-[54] where detailed analysis is left as future work.
We can calculate these cross sections as a function of the product of the flavon mass and
the VEV because other couplings are determined by charged lepton masses. Branching ratio
of the lepton flavor violating three-body decay modes is also a function of same one. Then,
we can predict relation between collider signature and flavor physics. Therefore if we measure
one of them, the rest one can be signature of our model.
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4 Discussions and Summary
Flavor models which introduce gauge singlet flavons using non-Abelian discrete flavor sym-
metry have not been confirmed in the experimental point of view. In general, the mass scale
of the SM gauge singlet flavons and cutoff scale of the non-Abelian discrete flavor symmetry
are assumed to be very high scale because many authors take Yukawa couplings to be O(1)
so that the flavon masses are much heavier than the EW scale. However this requirement
can be relaxed, if we take Dirac neutrino Yukawa couplings to be much less than O(1) in our
model. Then the flavon mass can be light without theoretical contradiction. Therefore we
discussed the lower limit of the flavon mass from the experimental data in our paper.
We presented the modified AF A4 model which introduces an additional A4 singlet-prime
flavon breaking TBM, and calculated the potential of the flavon scalar fields. Note that
sometimes the contributions from the next-to-leading order are added to realize non-zero θ13.
However we ignored the contributions from the next-to-leading order because the non-zero
θ13 has been already derived by the A4 singlet flavon VEV ratio u
′/u and such contributions
can be eliminated in specific UV completions of the flavor models in Refs. [35, 55]. As well
known, we need the VEVs of flavons with specific alignments in order to obtain the correct
masses and mixing angles in the lepton sector. In the framework of the SUSY with U(1)R
symmetry, we obtained the VEVs of flavons and the alignments of them. Because the SUSY
particles have not been found, we assume the mass of SUSY particles are sufficiently heavy
so that the SUSY contributions can be negligible. Then we discussed the flavor violating
Yukawa interaction through flavon exchange in the charged lepton sector. According to the
potential analysis, the VEV of flavon φT breaks A4 down to GT = Z3 in the charged lepton
sector and the masses of flavons mϕT2 andmϕT3 are same and twice as heavy asmϕT1 . Thanks
for the residual Z3 symmetry, many lepton flavor violating decay modes are forbidden except
for τ → µµe¯ and τ → eeµ¯. These three-body decay modes are mediated by flavons ϕT2 or
ϕT3. Therefore the mass limit of flavons ϕT2, ϕT3 is 60 GeV taking into account the current
experimental lower bounds at the Belle experiment. Then if we assume that the magnitude
of the flavon VEV is same as the mass of flavon such as vT = 2
√
2M , tau lepton Yukawa
coupling yτ is O(1), and tanβ = 3, the cutoff scale Λ should be at least O(10) TeV to realize
tau lepton mass. Therefore we should take tan β to be small and we will find the new physics
in the near future. In addition, we predicted the ratio of the branching ratios τ → µµe¯ and
τ → eeµ¯ such as r ≃ 4.3× 104 by using known charged lepton masses.
The contribution of the muon g − 2 is small and constraint from the LEP data is also
less stringent than the constraint given by flavor violating τ decay in our model. Then we
discussed the production at the hadron collider through radiation from charged leptons as
other candidates for collider signatures. We found that the ϕT1 production cross section
can be O(1) fb while those of ϕT2, ϕT3 are O(10−2) fb since the mass of ϕT1 is half of the
others. Thus ϕT1 would be found at the LHC run 2 by searching for 4-tau lepton signal. The
ϕT2, ϕT3 provide peak of invariant mass distribution for µτ and eτ pair respectively which
are significant signal of flavor violating interaction and SM background also could be highly
reduced with relevant kinematical cuts. Thus ϕT2, ϕT3 will be also important target at the
High-Luminosity LHC, which could be tested with large amount of integrated luminosity
although the production cross sections are small. Furthermore the flavon-lepton Yukawa
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interactions can be tested at the lepton colliders like ILC.
In our model, we can predict relation between flavor physics and collider signature because
flavor symmetry fixes many couplings and the residual Z3 symmetry makes flavon mass limit
light as accessible in collider search. Therefore if we measure one of them, the rest one can be
signature of our model. In other flavor models, flavon mass limit is not light as accessible in
collider search if there is no residual symmetry. On the other hand, there are rich signatures
of flavor physics, then we can predict many relations between these signatures. Therefore it
is important to study phenomenology from flavon exchange in flavor models.
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A Multiplication rule of A4 group
In this appendix A, we show the multiplication of A4 group. The multiplication rule of the
triplet is written as follow;
a1a2
a3


3
⊗

b1b2
b3


3
= (a1b1 + a2b3 + a3b2)1 ⊕ (a3b3 + a1b2 + a2b1)1′
⊕ (a2b2 + a1b3 + a3b1)1′′
⊕ 1
3

2a1b1 − a2b3 − a3b22a3b3 − a1b2 − a2b1
2a2b2 − a1b3 − a3b1


3
⊕ 1
2

a2b3 − a3b2a1b2 − a2b1
a1b3 − a3b1


3 .
(22)
More details are shown in the review [10]-[13].
B Full scalar potential VT
We show the full potential VT as follow;
VT = 2M
2
(|ϕT1|2 + 4 |ϕT2|2 + 4 |ϕT3|2)
+
2M2
vT
[
(ϕT1 + ϕ
∗
T1)
(|ϕT1|2 + 2 |ϕT2|2 + 2 |ϕT3|2)− (ϕT1ϕ∗T2ϕ∗T3 + ϕ∗T1ϕT2ϕT3)
− 2 (ϕ 2T2ϕ∗T3 + ϕ∗ 2T2 ϕT3)− 2 (ϕT2ϕ∗ 2T3 + ϕ∗T2ϕ 2T3 ) ]
+
2M2
v2T
[
|ϕT1|4 + |ϕT2|4 + |ϕT3|4 + |ϕT1|2 |ϕT2|2 + |ϕT2|2 |ϕT3|2 + |ϕT3|2 |ϕT1|2
− (ϕ 2T1ϕ∗T2ϕ∗T3 + ϕ∗ 2T1 ϕT2ϕT3)
− (ϕT1ϕ∗ 2T2 ϕT3 + ϕ∗T1ϕ 2T2ϕ∗T3)− (ϕT1ϕT2ϕ∗ 2T3 + ϕ∗T1ϕ∗T2ϕ 2T3 ) ], (23)
where we eliminate g by using Eq. (4).
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